Invite to the online Round Table

Multimodal terminals on the territory of Ukraine and neighboring EU countries,

which will take place

On June 22, 2023
at 10.00 AM CET

Link to Zoom Meeting: https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83304376584?pwd=TjlXVUFnTGFheUg2STU3N0pXZnpIUT09
Meeting ID: 833 0437 6584
Passcode: 677584

The Round Table is held within the framework of the project «Increasing the capacity of freight transportation infrastructure on EU-Ukraine borders» (№ 22220189) implemented under Visegrad Grant+ Programme.

Project duration: 01.10.2022 – 31.03.2024.

The aim of the Round Table is to discuss and exchange views on issues regarding the development of multimodal transportation in Ukraine and neighboring EU countries, the development of transshipment infrastructure in the context of strengthening the connectivity between Ukraine and the EU and to outline the ways of the improvement the organizational and institutional environment of the development of multimodal terminals in Ukraine. Theoreticians and practitioners among others from Ukraine, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary and Romania will discuss the issues.
10.00 – 10.15  Welcome speech

Khrystyna Prytula, Coordinator of the Project, Head of the Cross-Border Cooperation Sector, IRR NASU

10.15 – 11.45  Speakers

Maryana Melnyk, Department of Spatial Development, IRR NASU, Ukraine, topic "Institutional framework and features of multimodal transportation infrastructure development in Ukraine"

Iryna Leshchukh, Department of Spatial Development, IRR NASU, Ukraine, topic "The infrastructure of multimodal transportation in Ukraine - EU cross-border area: obstacles and prospects for development"

Iwona Krzyżewska, Department of Transport and Informatics, WSB University, Poland, topic "Multimodal terminals in Poland – analysis and assessment"

Daniel Michniak, Director of the Institute of Geography of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Slovakia, topic, "Multimodal terminals in Slovakia"

Klara Czimre, Department of Social Geography and Regional Development Planning, University of Debrecen, Hungary, topic "Towards multimodality along the Hungarian-Ukrainian border: the case of the East-West Gate Intermodal terminal"

Florentina Chirolea, Constantin-Vasile ȚOCA Department of International Relations and European Studies, University of Oradea, Romania, topic, "Development of multimodal/intermodal terminals in Romania. Current status and future strategies"

11.45- 12.30  Discussion

Language of the event: English